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  Alice Jansen: (10/1/2013 05:49) Welcome to Call 13! 
  Carlos Raul: (06:00) good morning 
  Carlos Raul: (06:00) i have troubles with the mic 
  Carlos Raul: (06:01) but can listn well 
  Jørgen abild andersen: (06:01) Good afternoon everybody 
  Brian Cute: (06:04) Greetings everyone! 
  Michael Yakushev: (06:05) Good morning/afternoon 
  Paul Diaz: (06:06) hello, all 
  Steve Crocker: (06:06) Hello, everyone 
  Alice Jansen: (06:06) Alan & Steve have joined the call 
  Alice Jansen: (06:06) David has joined 
  David Conrad: (06:08) Hi everyone.  I'm multitasking right now (in a conference) so it may take me a 
second to respond verbally 
  Alan Greenberg: (06:09) Before we start the 1-by-1 review, are there any Recs that are still missing? 
  Jørgen abild andersen: (06:11) Pls could you give me a link to the inventory to make it easier to get the 
individual templates up on my screen as discussions evolve. Thanks 
  Alice Jansen: (06:12) @ Jørgen - 
https://community.icann.org/display/ATRT2/Templates+for+Assessment+of+Implementation+and+for+
New+Recommendations 
  Jørgen abild andersen: (06:12) Thanks Alice 
  Steve Crocker: (06:13) No objection to the schedule.  Of mild interest, Oct 18 is just ahead of the IGF 
meeting, so people arriving at the IGF in Bali will have been able to see this before they arrive or while 
they're in transit. 
  Brian Cute: (06:16) Got your note Steve.  Understood. 
  Alice Jansen: (06:18) Demi has joined the call. 
  Alan Greenberg: (06:23) I guess Brian's dream of a 20 page overall report has gone the way of the 
dodo. 
  Alice Jansen: (06:31) Items highlighted in yellow need to be reviewed. 
  Larisa Gurnick: (06:34) Brian, please confirm whether you would like ICC report submitted for 
translation in its current form, to be included in the draft to be posted for public comment in October. 
  Alice Jansen: (06:36) you have scroll control. 
  Alice Jansen: (06:45) Suggestion: In the interest of time, please flag any templates that are final and 
may be sent to translation 
  Brian Cute: (06:49) Alice, I think it will be prudent for the editors to review all the templates after this 
call before sending the "first cut" to translation. 
  Alice Jansen: (06:50) Ok thanks, Brian - Also may I call your attention to Larisa's message above: "Larisa 
Gurnick: Brian, please confirm whether you would like ICC report submitted for translation in its current 
form, to be included in the draft to be posted for public comment in October." 
  Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (06:53) I agree with Larry on cross referencing 
  Paul Diaz: (06:58) Lise 
  Alice Jansen: (06:58) You have scroll control 
  Fiona Asonga: (07:07) Hallo All 
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  Fiona Asonga: (07:07) sorry am late 
  Paul Diaz: (07:07) Hi, Fiona 
  Michael Yakushev: (07:26) Sorry, I could hardly understand Carlos... 
  Carlos Raul: (07:26) i spoke Russian!!!! 
  Michael Yakushev: (07:28) I meant the quality of communication line, not the quality of your language 
skills :) 
  Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (07:29) I have lots of Russian interpreters on standby here in Kiev. Keep on 
speaking Russian, Carlos! 
  David Conrad: (07:32) going to have to drop off for a bit - apologies. 
  Michael Yakushev: (07:35) Sorry, will be out of call for a while 
  Paul Diaz: (07:38) please enlarge the screen 
  Paul Diaz: (07:38) very hard to read 
  Brian Cute: (07:38) Hi Fiona.  Welcome to the call. 
  demi getschko: (07:39) will be out for 10 minutos... 
  Alice Jansen: (07:46) time remaining: 2h10 
  Carlos Raul: (07:49) break, yes pelase!!!! 
  demi getschko: (07:50) i'm back 
  Alice Jansen: (07:53) The ATRT2 is on a break and will reconvene at 15:10 UTC 
  demi getschko: (07:53) 15 minutes break...right? 
  demi getschko: (07:58) very nice Chopin... 
  Alice Jansen: (07:59) Chopin is also one of my favorites 
  Paul Diaz: (07:59) agreed 
  Paul Diaz: (08:00) wouldn't object to a little Debussy while we wait... 
  Alice Jansen: (08:00) Clair de Lune :) 
  Carlos Raul: (08:13) I'm back 
  Carlos Raul: (08:13) sorry 
  Carlos Raul: (08:13) missed the introduction 
  Carlos Raul: (08:19) i agree with AVRI 
  Carlos Raul: (08:28) YES i t was changed 
  Carlos Raul: (08:28) yes it is more clear and practical tahn before 
  Carlos Raul: (08:28) is it effective? 
  Carlos Raul: (08:28) CAN BE IMPROVED 
  Steve crocker: (08:36) I need to break off at 5 minutes before the hour 
  Brian Cute: (08:36) Got it Steve. 
  Avri Doria: (08:46) i am against levaving them out but and fine with could include inter alia ... 
  Avri Doria: (08:47) ,,,, but am fine with ... 
  Brian Cute: (08:49) Olivier and Alan, I see your hands.  Be right there. 
  Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (08:50) thanks 
  Larisa Gurnick: (08:55) Brian, this work was deemed to be done in Washington DC 
  Alice Jansen: (09:05) yes 
  Brian Cute: (09:06) thx 
  Brian Cute: (09:08) We deemed Fiona's work to be done in D.C.? 
  Paul Diaz: (09:19) Lise 
  Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (09:42) enable scrolling please 
  Michael Yakushev: (09:52) I agree with Alan, just wanted to say the same thing 
  Avri Doria: (09:56) I am wondering whether we will hace consensus on what is most important. 
  Avri Doria: (09:57) I think we have been good at collegially accepting each others moost important 
items, without needing to say: "but my issues is the more important" 



  demi getschko: (10:00) Leaving now...Thanks to all 
  Avri Doria: (10:01) note on the 12-16, 35+36 it is drive and converstaiton on line is possible anytime 
  Avri Doria: (10:02) it allows for comments to be stuck on the text by anyone with the url. and for chat 
and dueling comments.  almost as good as a discussion. 
  Jørgen abild andersen: (10:03) Many thanks, Brian. 
  Avri Doria: (10:03) https://docs.google.com/document/d/12tg-
LleCMmc4ekWTKMgB074miEFgc2RSOlZKqM54JVE/edit?usp=sharing 
  Alice Jansen: (10:04) Thank you for your participation! 
  Michael Yakushev: (10:04) Thanks to everyone! 
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